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there is developed in the impressionable mind of the neurasthenic a
conviction of fatigue, which, reacting upon his morbid mentality,
greatly exaggerates the original condition. Thus the physical state
and its conscious perception reciprocally augmenting one another,
conspire to embroil the patient in a maze of perplexity. Here too then
the method of psychic treatment by appealing to the reason is obvi-
ously applicable. By directly attacking the delusion which is the
chief source of the mischief, the axe is applied to the root of the
disorder.
Dr. Dubois devotes fully three-fourths of his book to a discussion
of his own cases, and while the account is lacking in obvious method
of arrangement, it is interestingly and convincingly presented. The
importance of moral influence is evident. The real strength of psy-
chotherapy is seen to consist in equipping the patient with a surer
command of his resources. It is the application to therapeutics of the
view recently expressed by Prof. James, that we are prone to under-
rate our energies. The experience of all of us bears testimony, that
if, when our strength seems quite exhausted, there is a further demand
upon our activities, we muster to the call with hitherto unsuspected
powers. It is to this reserve force that Dr. Dubois has recourse in his
effort to rehabilitate his patients and to its psychological aspect is due
the interest of the Dubois method.
While including in his treatment the rest and isolation introduced
by Dr. Weir Mitchell and insisting upon the therapeutic value of these
measures, Dr. Dubois regards the Weir Mitchell regime of secondary
importance to a thoroughgoing system of psychotheropy.
Education or re-education, as he calls it, is therefore the embassy
of Dubois' psychic treatment. Renouncing the perfunctory use of
bromides, he substitutes a robust philosophy of life and, throughout,
his watchword is self-mastery.
Let us hope that under the impetus of Dr. Dubois' splendid
example, it will become the task of physicians to imbue their nervous
patients with a wholesome stoicism, by inuring them to the discipline
of reason. Thus through a proportionate regard for the moral per-
sonality, physicans may restore the mental and moral stability of the
unfortunate neuropaths and imbue them with the self-command which
is the amulet of the Dubois method of psychic treatment.
Demifous et Demiresponsables. J. GRASSET, M.D. Bibliotheque
de philosophic contemporaine. Paris, Felix Alcan. Pp. 277.
In a short introduction the argument and plan of this work are set
forth. Dr. Grasset's thesis posits the existence in certain psychopatho-
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logical states of a condition of semiresponsibility, as the natural
sequence of ' medical' responsibility. The doctrine of medical re-
sponsibility rests upon physiological or psychophysiological principles.
It is based solely upon the health of the psychic neurones and is en-
tirely independent of the doctrinal significance contained in the relig-
ious and philosophical conception of responsibility and free-will.
Medical responsibility is therefore something apart from moral re-
sponsibility.
Because of the bearing upon crime of responsibility as thus
viewed and of the subjective importance of its ' attenuation' in morbid
mental states, Dr. Grasset proposes legislative mediation in securing
its recognition by the courts, with a view to the mitigation or rather
the modification of the penalty imposed upon this type of delinquent.
In this connection the author notes with satisfaction the growing tend-
ency among criminologists to take account of this pathological equa-
tion and cites the beneficent presage of the phrase " individualization
of the penalty" which has become current in the literature of
criminology.
The first chapter is devoted to an enumeration of examples of
1
 demifolie' occurring in literature. This history extends from Eschy-
lus to Ibsen and dwells with special stress upon the important contri-
bution to the chronicles of degeneracy furnished by the Russian school.
Professor Grasset ascribes this predilection of Russian writers for de-
picting heroes of morbid and abnormal character to the boundless ma-
terial available among that nation. For in Russia, according to Or-
chansky, ' one sees in the sanitaria only the smallest part of the insane.'
This historical account of the subject has an undoubted popular and
literary interest, but its scientific value is somewhat questionable.
The second chapter is an attempt to refute the two opposed theo-
ries, which deny the existence of the half-mad. According to the
first view, there are but two groups of men, the sane and the insane,
with a sharp line dividing them.
The author bases his objection to this view — called ' the two-
group theory' — upon the complexity of the 'psychic organs' and
upon the division between the orders of intellectual centers, the supe-
rior and inferior centers occupying different zones in the cerebral
cortex. Consequently there may exist ' a lesion of a part of these
centers, with a resulting diminution without an annihilation of the
reason — an attenuation without suppression of responsibility.'
The second view supposes one grand class embracing all hu-
manity, from the genius to the imbecile, and between these extremes
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of mind the series is continuous. This theory rests upon the assump-
tion that ' two terms of a series are identical, when they may be con-
nected one to another by a continuous series of intermediate terms.'
In essaying to refute the theory based upon this proposition the
author announces many unimpeachable truths, but, in their application
to the argument in point, much remains to make his deductions
conclusive.
There follows in Chapter III . an attempt to demonstrate clinically
the existence of the half-insane. The chapter is a gruesome catalogue
of mental and moral aberrations and contains minutiae which belong
more properly to a text-book of psychiatry. They are unessential to
the purpose of the present treatise.
The interest of the fourth chapter, like the first, is mainly scenic,
the rapidly succeeding pictures presenting the spectacle of the foremost
intellectual cranks from Socrates to De Maupassant. The aim of this
series of tableaux is to reconcile undoubted talent, intellectual ability
and preeminent social worth with a marked psychic taint, a fact too
patent to require even this fleeting analysis.
Finally, with the fifth and last chapter we come to the pith of Dr.
Grasset's inquiry — what shall be a fitting disposition of those who,
because of their abnormal mentality, are not entitled to the freedom of
society at large and yet who, because of their complete lucidity during
long intervals — these respites often extending over a period of years
— are justly exempt from the rigid isolation of the asylums?
Dr. Grasset advocates an amendment to the section of the French
penal code, relative to the social protection against the insane, which
would take account not only of the menace of these unfortunates to
society in general, but of the treatment and assistance which are their
due as moral individuals.
The author quotes the views of De Fleury, Tarde and Saleilles in
support of his insistence upon the absolute divorce between medical
and moral responsibility.
As for the grounds of the concession he recommends in favor of
the half-witted, Professor Grasset makes no attempt to dispose of the
objection of determinism, as exemplified in the position of Garofalo
and of the Italian school, that if normality and healthy psychic neu-
rones are the sole condition of medical responsibility, are we not all
equally exculpated in our misdeeds and all fit subjects for treatment
equally with the mad and the half-mad ? Would not complete nor-
mality preclude the possibility of violating the moral law, virtue and
vice being, in this conception, identical ? Why discriminate in favor
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of the ' demifous' whose unhealthy reactions are no less the necessary
response to inevitable and inherent stimuli than are all the reactions
throughout organic life?
Professor Grasset's book is interesting and suggestive, but as an
argument it is thin and unconvincing and contains much that is ex-
traneous. However, as an intercession for greater lenity toward cer-
tain delinquents in view of the palliating conditions of mental and
moral deficiency and as a plea for a more logical and just estimate of
individual character in the accounting of crime the work marks a ten-




Religionshygiene. Dr. BRESLER. Halle, Marhold, 1907. (Zeit-
schrift fur Religionspsychologie, Grenzfragen der Theologie und
Medizin. Dr. J . Bresler und Pastor Gustav Vorbrodt. Vol. I., r.
Halle, Marhold, 1907.)
We realize that in the psychology of mental disorders the more
complex interests of the patient play a dominant r61e, at least from the
point of view of the management and of giving the best opportunities
for readjustment. Among them, the religious need is evidently receiv-
ing renewed attention. Bresler's pamphlet puts in a plea for a sensible
consideration of the issues. He sees especially two aims: 'recognition
of natural history by the science of religion and the elimination of
quackery in religion.'
He appeals to a coordination of the work of theology and psy-
chiatry without, however, entering specifically enough on any concrete
difficulties or concrete remedies.
The aim of the journal is :
1. Psychology of religion, the facts of individual and social psy-
chology, developments and conditions of religious life in both sexes,
at various ages, in the different layers of population, under the influence
of physical disease, climate, alcoholism, poverty, imprisonment, etc.
2. The anomalies of religious life, both the hypernormal fluctua-
tions and the hypernormal deficiencies and their manifestation in men-
tal disease.
3. The cultivation and teachability of religion and the determina-
tion of laws of wholesome religious life (' psychagogics ' of practical
theology).
The first number shows, I think, the difficulty of such an enter-
